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Welcome to the glorious month of May with all its gifts. Everyone is so
grateful to have come through a long, difficult winter. Gratitude is the first
thought that comes to my mind when I think of May. We are grateful to see
the cyclical return of warmer weather along with the glorious arrival of
leaves on trees and the first buds. It’s a time to notice all the little gifts in
nature. Suddenly the grass is green again. We take that for granted in
summer but in early spring, we notice each leaf returning, every greening
stem, each blossom that pops out like the ones in my photo and all the

soothing greens. They are peace itself. I was once told by one of my
Guides that green is the color of peace. As we take in the invigorating,
fresh breezes in May, we can feel that peace.
May reminds us to appreciate all the little things. As we take longer
walks, we are being asked not to take life’s gifts for granted. The more we
can feel grateful for in each day, the more we strengthen our inner peace.
Perhaps this is a time to notice even more than we did last year. I will
certainly try to do that. With each gift I think of, the deeper my gratitude
and the stronger my peace grows.
The balance of giving and receiving is a major key to inner peace. I
think gratitude is an important part of receiving. Gratitude is like breathing
in, feeling thankful for the gifts of each day.
The giving balance of gratitude is appreciation. When we thank people,
plants, the clouds, the blue sky, and everything within our sight, we
balance our gratitude with appreciation. There are so many ways to
actively appreciate life, such as smiling at a stranger in the store or on the
street. We don’t even have to thank them aloud, though we can. Just to say
it in our minds is an active form of breathing out and giving back to life.
When I focus on gratitude and appreciation every day, my life feels
more balanced and more peace filled.
I wish you the peace-filled balance of gratitude and appreciation.
With Love and Light From Your Fellow Student of Life and Friend,

Susan
PS. Please share this newsletter with anyone who would benefit from it.
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